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 On the market today, there exists a multitude of software that allow for the detection and 
prediction of beats per minute (BPM) contained in audio files. There are both free and monetized 
versions of these programs, but there is one thing that they all have in common: they are 
inaccurate. That is not to say that my program is accurate. However, the challenge of 
impossibility is what drew me to this project.  
While researching the topic, I found several methods that could lead me to my desired 
outcome. Many of the current solutions are incredibly complex, so I decided to take influence 
from Real-Time Beat Tracking in Audio Signals, a paper done by Ali Mottaghi et al., at Sharif 
University of Technology and Advanced Communications Research Institute. For their 
implementation, they had a handful of algorithms and methods for extrapolating information to 
create a final result. My solution was not this complicated, however I took a note that they used 
an algorithm to detect audio peaks and I decided that that would be my first step, and if I wanted 
to add more, I would. I chose not to include methods like detecting an Onset Strength Signal 
(OSS) or a Flux function based on a log-compressed signal spectrum like they did because it 
would have been far beyond my realm of knowledge. 
Not only did I want the program to be as effective as possible, I also wanted it to be as 
easy to use as possible. For this reason, I implemented a user interface (UI). This is something 
that I have a little experience in, but I felt it was necessary. Although it is simple, I believe 
anyone can run the program and get results. I also have an options menu that allows you to 
change the data stored in the database. Beyond that, I felt that visualizing the information was 
necessary. After each analysis, the user has an option to see a matplotlib graph of the audio 
spectrum alongside the results of the beat detection.  
My testing included the use of many different audio files. In order to test a variety of 
scenarios, I tried this set of audio files: 10 different tempo’d isolated drum tracks, 4 of which had 
an alternative version with other instruments, and 4 files with different 
compression/normalization. My findings are that audio files with a tempo between 90-160 
yielded the most accurate results with a few anomalies around 120 (which could be attributed to 
different variables that I didn’t control for). Isolated drum tracks were significantly more 
accurate than audio files that included multiple instruments. However, tests between an original 
audio file and an isolated drum track version had BPM’s very similar. Audio files that were 
highly compressed or normalized were less accurate than audio files that were left alone. This 
has to do with the fact that, when compressed, the peak’s of an audio file can be cut off. 
MIDI BPM detection was more or less a fluke in my program. I started this program 
without the realization that BPM is embedded in the metadata of a .MID file, so therefore I just 
extracted that data and converted it into beats per minute. 
Ultimately, I am happy with the results I got from my program. There is a lot that can still 
be done to this project, but I found it to be in a good spot. My rudimentary UI skills were put to 
the test and I got to work on a project I had passion for.  
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[1] “Python Standard Library: Graphical User Interfaces with Tk.” Python Software Foundation. 
Wilmington, DE: 2020. 
- This is the official source for documentation on the Tkinter module for Python 
- This will be applicable to my work because I will be creating the GUI using this module 
[2] “Pygame.midi documentation.” Pygame 2020. 
- This is the official source for documentation on Pygame.midi 
- This will be applicable to my work because I will most likely use this to input midi data. 
[3] “Friture” Friture.org 2020 
- This is the official website for the Python module Friture, a real time audio analysis module for 
Python. 
- I will use this module to help me analyze analog music files to attempt to convert the tracks to 
digital. 
[4] Harrison “How to embed a Matplotlib graph to your Tkinter GUI.” Pythonprogramming.net 
- This if a website guide for adding Matplotlib graphs to a Tkinter GUI. 
- I would like to use some visualization of performance, hopefully real time. 
[5] “Python MySQL.” W3schools.com 
- I will be using this website guide to help me connect a MySQL database to my project. 
- I’d use this to hold historical data from play sessions possibly presets for songs. 
[6] Ziccardi, Marco. “Beat Detection Algorithms.” Mziccard.me, May 2015 
- This is a website made by a person who has experience in the algorithms involved to identify 
BPM. 
- I’d use this to help identify the detection of BPM. 
[7] Ziccardi, Marco. “scala-audio-file.” Aug 2015 
- This is a github repo. The codebase for this can analyze WAV files and determine its BPM, this 
could help me gain insight on how I might do that myself. 
[8] Tzanetakis, George et al. “Audio Analysis using the Discrete Wavelet Transform” 
- This is a scholarly article written about the studies, algorithms, and methods that go into 
calculating information from audio files. 
- This could also help me with my research and my attempt at creating a program that can 
analyze audio files. 
[9] “Tkinter tkFileDialog module” 
- This source tells me about how to implement a file browser 
- I will use this source so I can input files for analysis 
[10] “Stackoverflow” 
- This is a website forum for developer questions 
- I will use this for a variety of different questions I might have when making my project such as 
“how to do a for loop” or more complex things. 
[11] creativecommons.org 2020 
- This is a website that has a library of creative commons music 
- I would use this source for testing my project and using for demonstrations 
[12] “Common Music Time Signatures” dummies.com 
- This is an article that explains time signatures 
- I will be able to do some extra studying on top of the knowledge I already have to help me 
articulate the information better for instructions or demonstration purposes 
[13] “Real-Time Beat Tracking in Audio Signals” arxiv.org 
- This PDF explains a similar project that uses many methods for beat detection, one of which is 
peak detection. 
- I will be able to see if I can use some similar methods to create my own project 
